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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government i ->r any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Re9ulatory Commission.
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The need for additional spent fuel storage capacity at reactor sites has

led to the adoption of high density fuel storage racks. Typically, these

racks maintain the required margin to criticality by relying on strong neutron

absorbers (e.g., Boral) which are an integral part of the structure of the

rack, rather than by assembly separation. The margin to criticality of the

rack configuration is generally determined by calculating the neutron multi-

plication of a maximum reactivity undepleted reference assembly in the storage

rack geometry. Since the infinite multiplication factor ()£„) of the refer-

ence assembly is higher than that of any assembly to be loaded in the rack, it

is concluded that the calculated storage rack multiplication provides an upper

bound on the rack keff. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that

the local internal characteristics (e.g., power distribution) of fuel assem-

blies have a negligible impact on rack criticality, and that the rack multi-

plication is determined by the k^'s of its constituent assemblies. This

paper describes a study performed to evaluate this assumption.

The study involved two basic sets of calculations. First, a number of

kc-equivalent undepleted assemblies were defined. The assembly parameters

were typical of an 8x8 BWR fuel bundle with no water or gadolinium rods. The

ka,-equivalent assemblies were obtained by varying the spatial enrichment

distributions under the constraint that the infinite multiplication factors in

the reactor geometry remain essentially identical (within -0.005% Ak/k).

• The spatial enrichment distributions included both high and low peripheral

enrichments, together with complementary low and high interior enrichments.

The local fuel enrichments varied from 1.0 to 5.5 w/o. These k^-equivalent

assemblies were then placed in the storage rack geometry, and the rack

multiplication factors determined.
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The assembly and storage rack configurations were modelled with the

TWOTRAN-II discrete ordinates transport code in (x,y) 9eometry. Cross sec-

tions for the various materials (e.g., fuel pin-cells, water, Boral, etc.)

were determined at room temperature with the HAMMER spectrum code using

ENDF/B-IV nuclear data. "Hie storage rack model represented one-quarter of

each of the four adjoining assemblies in a typical high density storage rack

configuration, thereby allowing an accurate modelling of the asymmetric rack

design and the neutronic coupling between neighboring fuel assemblies.

In Figure 1 the storage rack multiplication factors are presented for a

sequence of criticality calculations in which all four neighboring assemblies

in the rack are identical. While the assemblies in these calculations are all

k^-equivalent, the rod-wise power distributions varied significantly. The

rack multiplication factors are plotted versus the average relative peripheral •

rod power determined using the assembly infinite lattice model. The results

indicate a strong, approximately linear, correlation between the storage rack

multiplication factor and fuel assembly peripheral rod power.

The observed variation in rack multiplication can be explained in terms

of the assembly local reactivity distribution. In the rack geometry, positive

reactivity is provided by the fuel, and is distributed spatially (in these

calculations) according to the local enrichment distribution. In general, the

local reactivity distribution within an assembly is also affected by burnup

and localized absorbers and water holes. Negative reactivity is provided by

the Boral/stainless steel rack located in the gap between adjacent fuel assem-

blies. The relative magnitudes of these positive and negative reactivity com-

ponents are determined by a spatial weighting (importance) which reflects the

specific characteristics of each assembly/rack configuration. Therefore, the
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decrease in rack multiplication with increasin9 peripheral power is a result

of the increased importance of the rack and a corresponding decrease in impor-

tance of the fuel as the power distribution (and neutron importance) shifts

away from the center and toward the fuel assembly periphery. The calculations

indicate an ~0.5% Ak/k decrease in stors£e rack multiplication per 10% in-

crease in relative peripheral power.

In summary, fuel storage rack criticality calculations have been per-

formed for a set of 8x8 BWR k^-equivalent fuel bundles. The results of

these calculations indicate that the stora9e rack multiplication factor is not

determined solely by the k^'s of the individual fuel assemblies, but is also

sensitive to the local power, and underlyin9 enrichment, burnable poison,

water hole and burnup distributions. Furthermore, in order to insure a true

conservative upper bound on the stora9e rack multiolication factor, reference

assemblies with the most centrally peaked power distributions should be se-

lected.
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Figure 1

Storage Rack Multiplication Factor for
k,,, -Equivalent (ktt = 1.290)
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